QUARTER TWO REVIEW
2021
THE S ECOND QUA R TE R . . .
Having had the time to put the foundations in place in the first quarter we started April with a nice office
to work from, clever new I.T systems on very smart new computers and all of the background work done
so we could focus on new business. Some exciting opportunities crossed our desks, and in addition to
acquiring all manor pf sites for various clients we have also successfully sold a number of properties which
we were instructed by the seller.
The biggest step forward for Holmes Hosking in in ‘Q2’ however has been the addition of two new members
of staff! In June we were delighted to welcome Harry Beveridge and Bianca Kerekes to the HH team.
Both Bianca and Harry will be focused solely on seeking out new development opportunities across South
East London and Kent to ensure that we can service our growing list of clients with new sites. Both have
taken to their new task like a ducks to water, and have already implemented a thorough and efficient
system. We love dealing with landowners and appraising new opportunities, so we are looking forward to
new sites flooding in. It’s great to have Harry and Bianca in our team!
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H OW D O W E S E E T H E M A R K E T ?...
No one really likes predicting the future of the property market, but in terms of what we’re seeing in the
present it’s safe to say that the market is going from strength to strength. With stamp duty holidays
drawing to a close and other factors threatening to make life more difficult, anyone could be forgiven for
being slightly pessimistic. But luckily demand for all forms of property appears to be standing strong. for
certain clearly, we are living in a changing world
and this seems to have bought new demands and
a requirement types of property in particular. With
interest rates set to stay low for some time yet we’re
expecting an extended period of high volume of
transactions and hopefully some growth too! We
sell a wide variety all sorts, so if you’re keen to invest
in property, are looking for new premises for your
business or to make some profit on a development
site then please let us know!

CASE STUDIES

SAXVILLE ROAD, ORPINGTON
BR5
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SYDENHAM ROAD, SE26
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SAXVILLE ROAD, BR6
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Victorian freehold building arranged as 3
flats

•
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Acquired for client ‘off market’ at a discount
of 26% below RICS Valuation
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Victorian freehold building arranged as 3
flats

•

Acquired for client ‘off market’ at a discount
of 26% below RICS Valuation
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BRIGHTON ROAD, CR8

H
Derelict freehold building with clear develop-XC •
E
ment potential

Consented single plot devlopment site,
acquired on behalf of local developer

Sold on behalf of investor client, exchange
within 15 days

Contracts exchanged within 10 working
days with completion 2 days later
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PRESTON ROAD, SE19

PRESTON ROAD, SE19

Victorian freehold building arranged as 3
flats

•

Victorian freehold building arranged as 3
flats

Acquired for client ‘off market’ at a discount
of 26% below RICS Valuation

•

Acquired for client ‘off market’ at a discount
of 26% below RICS Valuation

W H AT S N E X T. . .
We are delighted and very proud to inform that Neun Brook
and Holmes Hosking have been instructed to arrange the sale
FIRST FLOOR, 2 COBDEN COURT
of the Beckenham Theatre Centre on Bromley Road, BeckenBROMLEY, BR2 9JF
ham, where is has been located for well over half a century.
| www.holmeshosking.com
We know this area info@holmeshosking.com
especially well and have
long been curious
about this particular property. In partnership with Kevin Neun
we will be assisting the Theatre group with the next stage of
their development by selling the building, which is no longer
fit for purpose, and enabling them to relocate to newer, more
appropriate premises, which they can make their home for the
next 60+ years.

Thanks,
the Holmes Hosking team

